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The Circle  
Bag

WOMEN

This natural cotton canvas circle bag is an 

essential for those looking for something 

eye catching yet practical. The light toned 

bag comes with long & wide straps, making 

it a convenient summer companion.

Size

Code BE001

Natural

D30cm x H6.1cm

Fabric

Colour

MRP

Cotton Canvas



Bucket Bag

WOMEN

Eco-friendly set of 2 Hemp Storage Trays.The 

raw natural texture of the Hemp Fabric adds 

character to your home and the convenient 

handles make it easy to de-clutter. Use these 

trays as space-savers on your coffee tables, 

bathroom shelves & kitchen counters.

Size

Code HS013H

Natural

L35.5cm x W15cm x 
H30cm

Fabric

Colour

MRP

Cotton Canvas



.

Brun 

Bindle Bag

WOMEN

With unique beige & grey undertones, our 

Brun Bindle Bag is handcrafted from a natural 

Linen fabric. Lightweight with a long strap & 

spacious zipper pocket, this modern bag is 

made safe & stylish with a tie up closure.

Size

Code WB010NL 03

Natural

H-60CM & W-42CM

Fabric

Colour

MRP

Linen



.

Creme 

Bindle Bag

WOMEN

With unique beige & grey undertones, our 

Brun Bindle Bag is handcrafted from a natural 

Linen fabric. Lightweight with a long strap & 

spacious zipper pocket, this modern bag is 

made safe & stylish with a tie up closure.

Size

Code WB010NL 04

Natural

H-60CM & W-42CM

Fabric

Colour

MRP



.

Tapioca 

Bindle Bag

WOMEN

The Tapioca Bindle bag is handcrafted with a 

warm natural linen fabric. Inspired by 

Japanese Design, this modern functional tote 

can be used everyday ! Long comfortable 

straps, deep pockets & an easy to access

zip pocket make the eco-friendly bag a must

Size

Code WB010NL 05

Natural

H-60CM & W-42CM

Fabric

Colour

MRP



.

Original 

Shopping Bag

TOTE

Use this spacious shopper for your groceries 

or on a daily basis,when you have a lot to 

haul around. A highly durable, versatile and 

practical bag. Two deep pockets on either 

side of the bag, along with broad fabric straps 

allow for a comfortable & easy shopping ex-

perience. The fabric of this eco-friendly bag is 

thick, secure & soft.

Size

Code SS001

Natural

L32.2cm x H36cm x 
W10.1cm

Fabric

Colour

MRP

Cotton Canvas



.

Classic

Canvas Shopper

TOTE

This eco-friendly tote is wider in shape, 

accompanied with thin handles. This organic 

bag effectively holds all your shopping, and 

also helps segregate your shopping in an 

organised manner using the various sized 

pockets on the inside of the vegan shopping

Size

Code SS002

Natural

L36.5cm x W18cm x 
H36cm

Fabric

Colour

MRP

Cotton Canvas



.
TOTE

Mini Classic 

Canvas Shopper
(pack of 3)

A compact but efficient tote, this organ-

ic shopping bag is made of natural cotton

canvas and is perfect to always keep handy. 

The broad fabric handles ensure that all your 

shopping is easy on your hands. Ideal for 

carrying all your miscellaneous belongings &

Code SS003

Size L17.5cm x W10.2cm x 
H24cm

Fabric Cotton Canvas

Colour Natural

MRP



.
TOTE

Large 

Shopper

This large organic fabric tote is a must-have 

from the shopping collection. The wide and 

long fabric straps make the bag, light and 

comfortable. The deep and spacious nature 

of the eco bag fits all your shopping efficiently 

and keeps it secure with a zip closure. Clean 

& minimal, this large eco-friendly tote bag can 

be used for a multitude of purposes beyond

Code SS006

Size L34cm x W9cm x H38cm

Fabric Cotton Canvas

Colour Natural

MRP



.
TOTE

Conventional  
Canvas 
Shopper
The organic shopping tote is extremely prac-

tical with its long broad fabric straps and 

spacious structure. Secured with a zip, the 

vegan shopping bag is made from eco-friend- ly

cotton canvas fabric for a distinguished 

purpose and look.

Code SS007

Size L38.5cm x W9cm x 
H39.5cm

Fabric Cotton Canvas

Colour Natural

MRP



.
TOTE

Large 

Shopping Bag 

With Sling

This long handled shopping bag, allows you 

to do more than just shop. Multipurpose & 

eco-friendly, the strap can be used to hang 

the bag from your shoulder or to wear it 

crossbody. Multiple pockets of various sizes, 

ensure that you will never run out of space.

Code SS008

Size L34.5cm x W10cm 
xH35.5cm

Fabric Cotton Canvas

Colour Natural

MRP



.
TOTE

Everyday  

Tote

Simple but efficient, this organic fabric tote bag 

is a great fit for every practical user. The thick

strapped design makes the eco-friendly bag 

easy to carry. Made from natural fibres, this 

bag will be perfect for running everyday 

errands & a useful companion for every hus-

Code WB001

Size L27cm x W4.4cm x 
H40.5cm

Fabric Cotton Canvas

Colour Natural

MRP



.
TOTE

Conventional  

Handbag

Spacious and usable, this vegan tote bag 

is designed for convenience & effortless  

style. Made from natural cotton fabric, the 

eco-friendly tote bag is equipped with long 

and broad handles, making it light on your 

shoulders. Your perfect companion on busy 

days at work, relaxing holidays, weekend

Code WB002

Size L50cm x W8cm x H30.5cm

Fabric Cotton Canvas

Colour Natural

MRP



.
TOTE

Summer  

Tote

A spacious, convenient and effortlessly stylish 

tote bag designed especially for the beach.

An essential for summer days, the beach bag 

is airy & light, accompanied with an attached 

pouch. The neutral colour tone compliments 

every look and is 100% eco-friendly.

Code HS013H

Size L37.5cm x W35.5cm , 
Pouch- L15cm x W10cm

Fabric Cotton Canvas

Colour Natural

MRP



.
TOTE

Classic Wide  

Beach Tote

This large beach tote is breathable, handy 

& light. The eco-friendly bag stores all your 

beach accessories with ease and conve-

nience. Making the eco-friendly bag, an 

essential for carefree sunny days.

Code BE003

Size L48cm x W30.5cm

Fabric Cotton Canvas

Colour Natural

MRP



.
TOTE

Fold-Over  

Tote

This unique styled tote is a great fit for the  

practical wearer. The thick strapped design 

makes the eco-friendly bag easy to carry. 

Ideal for protecting your precious belongings, 

fasten the bag by folding the top & secur-

ing with the fabric loop and coconut button. 

Made from natural fibres & equipped with  

multiple deep pockets, this bag will be perfect 

for running everyday errands with a carefree 

attitude.

Code WB007

Size L35.5cm x W10cm x 
H34cm

Fabric Cotton Canvas

Colour Natural

MRP



.
TOTE

Large 

Handbag

This tote styled handbag is spacious and 

comfortable to use. Designed with two large 

pockets, long & secure straps and a fold over 

strap and fabric loop secured with a coconut 

button to protect the contents of the bag.

This allows for a comfortable experience 

when using the bag. Simple and clean, this 

eco-friendly bag is versatile and suitable for 

use on a daily. Use yours everyday and when

Code WB008

Size L58cm x 11cm x 35.5cm

Fabric Cotton Canvas

Colour Natural

MRP



.
TOTE

Classic 

Large

Tote
This ideal everyday tote bag is purposeful & 

eco-friendly. Elegantly functional, this bag is a 

one stop solution when you can never de-

cide what to take with you and what to leave. 

Equipped with a deep pocket and secured 

with a loop around the coconut button. Neu-

tral toned, this bag is a perfect match with 

every look. Use yours for efficiency & style  

when travelling, working or shopping.

Code WB009

Size L53cm x W11cm x 
H35.5cm

Fabric Cotton Canvas

Colour Natural

MRP



TOTE

Net

Shopping Bags

The Net Shopping Bags are fashioned from 

natural cotton threads and are sized 

specifically to fit seamlessly in your hands. 

Paired with a shopping list and pencil, these 

bags do not only increase the aesthetic ap-

peal of your shopping but also provide ample 

space to fit all your precious purchases along  

with a handy way to check off all your shop-

Code EB010

Size Medium - L23cm x 
W37cm, Large - L27cm x

Fabric Cotton Net

Colour Natural

MRP
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.
OFFICE

Daily 

Laptop bag

Practical & light toned organic fabric laptop 

bag. An ideal companion in casual meetings 

and relaxed office settings. The vegan office 

bag is designed with a long adjustable strap, 

convenient handles and pockets for efficient 

organisation.

Code OL002

Size L38.1cm x W8.9cm x 
H31.7cm

Fabric Cotton Canvas

Colour Natural

MRP



.
TRAVEL

Original

Travel Carry-On

Eco-friendly & functional, this vegan fabric 

duffel bag makes for a perfect travel compan-

ion. Designed with both broad handles and

a back strap, this bag can be carried easily 

and also conveniently placed on your suitcase 

trolly. This organic duffel bag makes for an 

easy, light & comfortable journey

Code TD001

Size L42 cm x W18.1 cm x 
H35.2cm

Fabric Cotton Canvas

Colour Natural

MRP



Classic  

Duffel

TRAVEL

Eco-friendly & stylish, this vegan fabric duffel  

bag makes for a perfect travel companion.

Designed with both short handles and a long 

strap, you can carry the bag as you wish and 

with ease. This organic fabric duffel bag can 

also be used on a daily, for short trips, week-

end getaways or to carry as a cabin bag when 

flying.

Size

Code TD002

Cotton Canvas

Natural

L43cm x W10.4cm x 
H26.5cm

Fabric

Colour

MRP



Workout  

Duffel

TRAVEL

Functional yet minimal, this vegan fabric small 

duffel bag makes for a perfect gym/travel 

companion. Designed with broad handles, 

spacious pockets, the eco-friendly duffel bag 

is structured to retain its shape. This organic 

fabric duffel bag can be used for short trips, 

weekend getaways or to carry as a cabin bag 

when flying.

Size

Code TD003

Cotton Canvas

Natural

L40cm x W21.6cm x 
H24.7cm

Fabric

Colour

MRP



Original 

Backpack

TRAVEL

Unique and useful, this structured backpack 

is extremely functional with a spacious side 

pocket to store your water bottle, wide adjust-

able straps for comfort and multiple pockets. 

The natural fabric bag is secured with 2 fabric 

loops around coconut buttons for safety. A 

sturdy fabric handle is useful for holding the 

bag in various ways.

Size

Code TB001

Cotton Canvas

Natural

H- 38cmx L 30cmx W 8cm

Fabric

Colour

MRP



Hemp 

Book Tote
(small)

DAILY/ GIFTING

Size

Code BGTO02H1

Hemp

Natural

H- 16cm x L- 16 cmx W -10cm

Fabric

Colour

MRP

The small Hemp Book Tote is ideal for 
daily use at home, gifting & carrying 
essentials. Designed with sturdy fabric 
handles of the same fabric.



Juco 

Book Tote
(small)

DAILY/ GIFTING

Size

Code BGTO02J1

Jute Cotton Blend

Natural

H- 16cm x L- 16 cmx W -10cm

Fabric

Colour

MRP

The small Juco Book Tote is ideal for daily
use at home, gifting & carrying essentials.
Designed with sturdy fabric handles of the
same fabric.



Canvas 

Book Tote
(small)

DAILY/ GIFTING

Size

Code BGTO02C1

Cotton Canvas

Natural

H- 16cm x L- 16 cmx W -10cm

Fabric

Colour

MRP

The small Canvas Book Tote is ideal 
for daily use at home, gifting & carrying 
essentials. Designed with sturdy fabric 
handles of the same fabric.



DAILY/ GIFTING

Canvas Book Tote
with diamond 

weave net

(small)

The small Canvas Book Tote is designed 
with a diamond weave net detail in the 
front for a see-through effect. Ideal as a 
beach bag, gifting & daily use. Designed 
with a canvas handle.

Code BGTO04C1

Size H- 16cm x L- 16 cmx W -10cm

Fabric Cotton Canvas

Colour Natural

MRP
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